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RCA Form 

TRACKING NUMBER:  704381  Critical NC           Noncritical NC    

CALIBRATING TECHNICIAN:  Theodore Thomas Technician Risk Rating:  2 
 

DATE OF REVIEW QAT TYPE OF REVIEW 
7-Nov-2022 Darryl Hewitt QR 
LABEL NUMBER PART NUMBER JCN 
E140056 61SP 20221021PA2051 
NOMENCLATURE Equip Reliability % Equip Risk Rating K-PROCEDURE 
TORQUE SCREWDRIVER 92 2 33K6-4-3014-1 

 
QNC/PNC Code Selected 

* A07 :  Item certified better than calibration authority specifications. 

Nonconformity (State the NC; be clear and concise):  Item certified outside the calibration range of the TI. Item is a Preset 
(fixed value) torque wrench with a set point range of 10 oz·in to 100 oz ·in. Set at 15 oz·in. AFCAV and manufacturer com 
data (catalog) indicates the calibrated range is 20 oz·in to 100 oz·in (20% to 100% of Full Scale, Full Scale = 100 oz·in). 

Background (optional -if needed to describe the situation leading up to NC):  The range physically etched on the TI is 10-
100 in. oz. AFCAV for Part Number 61SP (WUC: ZCVCM), Table 1 indicates the range of the TI is 20 oz·in to 100 oz·in. 
Manufacture's catalog (page 23) indicates the range of the TI as 10 oz·in to 100 oz·in and the accuracy of ±6.0% of 
indicated value, CW, from 20% to 100% of full (20 oz·in to 100 oz·in). Table 1 of AFCAV takes precedence. None of the 
nonconformity codes (NCC) address this specific NC. So, several NCC's were considered. For process NC's; L10 - Critical 
step, note or caution improperly performed. P05c - CMS incorrectly used. Both were disregarded since during the PR 
process the technician discovered the error. For quality NC's: A04 - Item does not meet calibration tolerances/uncertainties, 
since the item was certified in an uncalibrated range of the TI (no accuracy/uncertainty listed for the test point certified). 
A07 was selected as the best fit, even though the error was not just a documentation error, the item was certified at the test 
point documented. 

QAT observations made while observing the suspect process.  This is mandatory for every critical NC identified during a 
QR.  Do not divulge the nonconforming condition.  During the preliminary portion of the PR, verifying the TI to AFCAV, 
the technician indicated that he noticed that the range listed in AFCAV differed from the range listed on the TI. 

NC Code Risk Rating:  3 

NC/RC History Analysis 

Technician (this will assist in determining the “Technician Risk Rating” listed above):  Technician accomplished 2329 
TMDE actions subject for review. 1106 of those items were in the Torque Area. The technician had 80 reviews selected 
(AR's: 4, PR's: 8, QR's: 68). There were 4 Critical NC's (CNC) discovered in the 80 reviews accomplished for a 95.0% Pass 
Rate. 3 of the 4 CNC's occurred in the Torque Area (2 - A07's (missing standard and this CNC), 1 - A02 and 1 - P05). This 
data does not reflect a concern or trend. 

Equipment (this will assist in determining the “Equipment Reliability %” and “Equip Risk Rating” listed above):  There 
are five (5), 61SP's in inventory; four (4) plus this ID#, (E144613, set at 15 oz·in; E161796, set at 15 oz·in; M601889, set at 
5 lbs·in (80 oz·in); M601890, set at 5 lbs·in). E144613 and E161796 have the same NC. According to the history in 
AFCAV the Range was changed from 10-100 in·oz to 20 oz·in to 100 oz·in on 5/11/2021. 

Section (if applicable):  Besides Part Number 61SP manufactured by CDI with a certified range different (20 to 100% of FS 
Range) than the usable torque range; 21SP - 6 to 32 oz·in, certified 6.2 to 32 oz·in, we have 8 TMDE, all certified in the 
proper calibrated range; 151SP - 1.5 to15 lbs·in, we have 8 TMDE, all certified in the proper calibrated range; 401SP - 4 to 
40 lbs·in, we have 8 TMDE, all certified in the proper calibrated range. 
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Laboratory (if applicable):  Of the other two (2) 61SP's that were noncompliant, one was certified by this technician 
(E161796 in November 2021) and the other was certified by another task qualified technician (E144613 in Mar 2022). Both 
of these items will need to recalled. No other 61SP's were certified from 5/11/21 to present. 

Previous Corrective Actions (if applicable):  There were no examples in history that reflect this same NC (items certified 
outside their calibrated range). So, there are no concerns for previous corrective actions. 

PROCESS/ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS 

RCA meeting will include the Quality Assurance Technician, Lead Technician and Technician who performed the work.  
Other parties may participate in the RCA if appropriate. 

List the root causes possible for this nonconformity: 

1. C02 : Calibration technical data in error (qualified technician would not detect). 

2. H01 : Human error: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. When another 

3.  H02 : Improper Action: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. The 

4.  T01 : OJT insufficient (trainer demonstrates task proficiency) 

Identify the most likely root cause from the possible causes and explain why you selected it. 

Root Cause Code selected:  H01 : Human error: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. 
When another 

Reason for selection:  Several points of error, that the technician accomplished, contributed to this nonconformity. (1) 
Technician indicated that the TMDE lists the range directly on the TMDE (manufacture's etched values). (2) Technician 
checked the history of the item and discovered that the 15 oz·in set point had been requested by the customer since at least 
2014. (3) Technician did verify the accuracy and range of the TMDE before beginning the calibration but did not recognize 
the difference in the range values between AFCAV and the range listed on the TMDE until the PR. He assumed that the 15 
oz·in was within the 10 oz·in to 100 oz· manufacture’s listed range, so he certified the item to the previous limited (for 
accuracy) set point. 

RC Code Risk Rating:  1 

Explain why you eliminated the other root causes if there was more than one possibility: 

1.  C02 : Calibration technical data in error (qualified technician would not detect).  Considered. The RCA team all felt 
that this items actual calibrated/certifiable range is 10 oz·in to 100 oz·in as indicated on the TMDE. Also, the commercial 
data (catalog) indicate that the range of the TMDE is 10 oz·in to 100 oz.in, however the "Features" section of the 
commercial data (catalog) indicates that the "Accuracy" is determined from 20% to 100% of full scale (20 oz·in to 100 
oz·in). Eliminated. We originally believed that both the AFCAV Table 1 and the manufacture's commercial data was in 
error. We sent an email to CDI/Snap-On and got a response that both ranges shown, are correct, and that the item can be 
checked below the 20% test point (10% to 19%) to a limited accuracy of ±1.2% Rated Capacity (±1.2 oz·in) based off 
ASME B107-300-2021 Table 5.10.1-1 Specifications. 

2.   H02 : Improper Action: When all equipment, technical data, training and other factors are adequate. The  Considered. 
Eliminated. Based on the PR and RCA discussion, the RCA team does not believe the technician disregarded policy. 

3.   T01 : OJT insufficient (trainer demonstrates task proficiency)  Considered. Concerned that the technician may not have 
understood that the AFCAV Table 1, range of the TI of 20 oz·in to 100 oz·in range, takes precedence over the markings on 
the TI of 10 oz·in to 100 oz·in. And if the technician felt that AFCAV was incorrect that an RC would be needed to correct 
AFCAV. Eliminated. Technician indicated during the RCA that he was aware that AFCAV took precedence. 
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Cite your corrective action/solution for the nonconformity and explain why you selected it:  Item was returned to the 
technician to request a Special Calibration Request (SCR) from the customer to perform the calibration at a set point (15 
oz·in) below the certified range of the TI. 

Was the corrective action fully accomplished?  Yes     No  

If no, was follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Additional Info:  CAR 22004 was initiated 7-November-2022 

Overall Nonconformity Risk Assessment: 8 

Preventive Action: 

  Preventive Action required, Explain why:        

  Preventive Action not required, Explain why:  All task qualified technicians were made aware of the nonconformity 
and reminded that AFCAV (33K-1-100-2) takes precedence over anything that may have been etched on the TI. If the 
technician believes that AFCAV is in error, to use the RC system to get AFCAV corrected. 

Was the Preventive Action fully accomplished?  Yes     No  

If no, was follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Additional Info:        

 
Recall Determination: 

  Recall required, Explain why:  Two other Barcodes, E161796 certified November 2021 and E144613 certified Mar 
2022 were recalled (by email) on 15-Nov-22 from OWC: 920LS 

  Not required, Explain why:        

If recall is required was the follow-up action added to the QSL under the follow-up tab?  Yes     No  

Signatories: 

11/23/2022

X Theodore R. Thomas 
Theodore Thomas
Process Owner
Signed by: CONTRACTOR  

11/23/2022

X Darryl Hewitt
Darryl Hewitt
PMEL Quality Manager
Signed by: HEWITT.DARRYL.L.1027279186  

12/7/2022

X Peter Newlun
Peter Newlun
Technologist/Lead Technician
Signed by: NEWLUN.PETER.L.JR.1089347382   
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Site Manager 

Measurement Area Assessment: 

Did critical nonconformity increase the Risk Level of the Measurement Area?  Yes     No  

Explain:        

Other PMEL Manager Comments:  I can see where the confusion came in to play here as I was confused myself when the 
QA was explaining the NC. In the end this turned out to be a learning experience in how the MFR specs these types of 
torque wrenches; also in paying closer attention to the specs in AFCAV.  

12/8/2022

X Brian MacDonald
Brian MacDonald
Patrick SFB PMEL Manager
Signed by: MACDONALD.BRIAN.W.1039515128  


